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1. Introduction 
 
This document is the result of a brief overview of the problem of fish storage at fishing camps in 
the Keewatin. In contains some initial recommendations concerning solutions for maintaining the 
freshness of the fish and discusses the power requirements for these solutions. The EDRL 
welcomes criticism of the assessment of the problem, assumptions made, and conclusions drawn 
in this report. 
 

2. Background 

 

2.1 Arctic Char Fisheries 
 
There are several different commercial Arctic char fisheries. 
 
In the Cambridge Bay area, the fishing camps are sufficiently remote that people, supplies, and 
fish are flown to and from the camps. The fishing camps are located on the rivers by which the 
char return inland in the autumn. Using weir nets, the fish are kept alive in holding pens until an 
airplane is available to carry the fish to Cambridge Bay. The fish are cleaned immediately prior 
to being flown out of the camp. This system appears to work well since the fish are fresh and are 
not damaged by gill nets. 
 
The existing fisheries in the Keewatin are located on the coast, where families gather at remote 
camps to catch itinerant fish feeding near the shore. Each family has a small motorized boat, and 
operates fairly autonomously. Gill nets are used; after each high tide the fish are removed from 
the nets and cleaned. When the camp has accumulated a certain minimum catch, a collector boat 
visits the camp, picks up the catch and transports it back to a processing plant at Rankin Inlet, 
Chesterfield Inlet, or Whale Cove.  
 
A fishery on the Ferguson River, in the Keewatin, south of Whale Cove, has also been proposed. 
 
2.2 Fish Storage 
 
Arctic char is best stored in flake ice. The ice must be made from potable fresh (i.e. not salty) 
water. The fish should be belly-packed and surrounded by ice in a fish to ice ratio of 2:1, by 
weight. Ideally, the ice around the fish would be changed daily. Fish that is stored in this manner 
may be kept about two days before there is serious degradation in the quality of the fish [York] 
[Schindel]. Once this degradation has occurred, the fish can not be made into skin-on fillets, but 
rather can be used only in secondary products of lesser value. 
 
3. Problems and Possible Solutions 
 
Broadly speaking, the problem is to maximize the value of the fish reaching the processing plants 
while minimizing the cost of the fishing operation. 
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The best way to preserve the quality of the fish is to minimize the elapsed time between the death 
of the fish and its arrival at the fish processing plant. The weir and holding pen system used 
around Cambridge Bay appears nearly optimal in this respect; however, it has yet to be 
implemented successfully in the Keewatin. Impediments to the introduction of this practice may 
include the size of the rivers in the Keewatin, which are larger and swifter than those around 
Cambridge Bay, and possibly the availability of capital.  
 
For the Keewatin, another way to minimize the time between the death of the fish and its arrival 
at the processing plant is through more frequent visits by the collector boat. Each visit has a fixed 
cost that can be justified only when a minimum catch has been collected at the camp. If it takes 
longer than two days for this minimum amount to be caught, some quality degradation will 
occur. Therefore, it is desirable that the camps be able to catch fish at a high rate. Since it is 
difficult to regulate the availability of fish in the water, the rate of catch can be increased by 
either having larger fishing camps or by increasing the effectiveness of each person fishing at the 
camp. 
 
This effectiveness can be increased by decreasing the amount of time spent on tasks other than 
fishing. One time-consuming task is the fetching of flake ice. Flake ice is obtained from the fish 
processing plants at Rankin Inlet, Whale Cove, and Chesterfield Inlet. Thus, to obtain ice, a 
person must make a round trip between the camp and the plant in his or her boat. This journey 
takes a minimum of several hours. 
 
Flake ice is transported and stored in insulated fish tubs. It can be kept in this way for about a day 
and a half. Flake ice becomes granular with time. When granular ice is used for fish storage, the 
grains indent the flesh of the fish and seriously degrade its quality.  
 
Thus, another possible way to maximize the value of the fish arriving at the fish plant is to 
improve the quality and availability of ice at the fishing camps. This will improve the quality of 
the fish in two ways: 
 
 1.  If ice is readily available, it will be used more liberally in the storage of the fish, 

ensuring uniform and prompt cooling of the fish. It will also decrease the use of 
granular, aged ice. In addition, it will encourage the icing of the fish immediately 
upon being caught, before being cleaned-- a highly recommended practice. 

 2. If obtaining ice requires less time, more time can be spent fishing. This should 
allow the camps to accumulate the minimum catch more quickly, thus reducing 
the fish storage time. 

 
The quality and availability of ice may be improved in several ways:  
 
 1. An ice boat could visit the camps regularly and supply the camps with ice. 
 2. Portable flake ice manufacturing systems are available, and have been used at 

several camps. It is unclear why they have not been used more widely, although 
cost and the difficulty of maintenance are possible drawbacks of this technology.   
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 3. It is believed that the colder the temperature at which flake ice is stored, the 
longer its useful life. Thus, storage of ice in better insulated tubs, possibly with 
refrigeration systems, may result in better quality ice. Such tubs and refrigeration 
systems could obviously be used not just to preserve the ice, but also to preserve 
the fish packed in ice. In addition, a refrigeration system might also be able to 
increase the ratio of fish to ice and thereby reduce the demand for ice. 

 
From a minimum cost point of view, it would be advantageous to minimize the number of 
collector boat visits. Less frequent stops by the collector boat would result in the fish being 
stored for longer periods of time. Unfortunately, there is no obvious way to extend the storage 
lifetime of the fish beyond the two day limit. Some prolongation may be realized by ensuring that 
all the standard measures are employed assiduously: 
 
  1. The fish must be packed in ample quantities of good quality flake ice from the 

moment the fish is removed from the net until the moment it reaches the plant.  
 2. The ambient air temperature around the fish and ice must be near freezing. 
 3. Water from melting ice at the fish must be drained away. 
 
In so far as portable ice-makers, refrigeration systems, and insulated tubs facilitate these 
practices, they will prolong the storage lifetime of the fish. However, it seems improbable that 
these will permit the catch to be kept for much more than two days. 
 
4. Power Requirements for Ice-Making Apparatus and Refrigeration Systems 
 
Ice-making is a fairly energy intensive process. About 50 to 60 kWh of energy is required to 
manufacture a metric ton of ice. Assuming a fish to ice packing ratio of 2:1 by weight and a daily 
catch of 1000 kg, ice-making would require 25 to 30 kWh of energy per day for a single camp.  
 
A refrigeration system could be used to store ice and/or to store fish packed in ice. In the former 
case, it is speculated that the refrigeration system would have to be capable of keeping the ice at a 
temperature at or below zero º C to prolong the life of the ice. In the latter case, the fish packed in 
ice must be kept between zero º C, so that there is no danger of freezing the fish, and four º C. 
 
The refrigeration system could be made to cool the contents of a single insulated fish tub or an 
insulated hut in which all the fish tubs were kept. Since many fish tubs are used, and a fish tub 
refrigeration unit would have to be portable, the latter option appears more likely to be feasible.  
 
The cooling requirements for an insulated hut were assessed. A daily catch of 1000 kg was 
assumed. It was calculated that it would require a hut about 3 m by 3 m by 2.5 m high to store 
4000 kg (i.e., four days) of fish and ice.  A fish room temperature of zero º C was assumed.  
 
Because the fish is packed in flake ice, it is assumed that melting ice will completely cool  the 
fish to zero º C; for a 1000 kg catch at four º C about 35 kg of ice will melt. Thus, the fish is not 
considered a cooling load for the refrigeration system. The cooling load is due only to 
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transmission of heat through the walls and ceiling of the hut and infiltration of ambient air when 
the door of the hut is open. It is assumed that the door is held open for thirty seconds to load one 
catch into the refrigerator and that this is done eighteen times a day. 
 
The hut is assumed to be well insulated (expanded polyurethane insulation in the walls and 
ceiling) and have an exterior surface that does not absorb much solar radiation. It is assumed that 
the temperature of the exterior surface of the hut will be no higher than five º C above the 
ambient air temperature; this is probably a good assumption since there is usually a strong wind 
blowing on the Keewatin Coast. The results of this analysis are shown in the table below. The 
first column indicates the exterior ambient air temperature; 26 º C is a worst-case value and 14 º 
C is a typical value. The cooling load and continuous cooling load represent the heat that must be 
removed from the fish room to maintain it at zero º C, and not the electrical power required. 
Transmission refers to the portion of the cooling load due to heat conducted through the walls 
and ceiling of the room. Infiltration refers to that portion which is due to heat transferred to the 
room when the door is open.  
 

Ambient air 
temp (º C) 

Insulation 
thickness 
(cm) 

Cooling Load 
(MJ/day) 

Continuous 
Cooling Load 
(W) 

Trans- 
mission (%) 

Infiltration 
(%) 

26 5 77 890 84 16 

26 10 45 520 72 28 

14 5 43 500 91 9 

14 10 24 270 84 16 

 
This probably represents a maximum requirement. To avoid freezing the fish, the fish room 
temperature should be slightly above zero º C. At this temperature, some ice will melt, and in 
doing so, greatly moderate the temperature of the room. 
 
From the cooling load calculated above, the cost and electrical requirement of a refrigeration 
system can be roughly estimated. The cooling loads above are, compared with normal cooling 
loads, very small; this is because the refrigeration system is only maintaining the temperature of 
the room. 
 
To maintain the room at zero º C, the heat exchanger at the evaporator must be below zero    º C 
and the heat exchanger where heat is rejected to the environment must be above the ambient air 
temperature. In this analysis these heat exchangers are assumed to be -5 º C and five º C above 
the ambient air temperature, respectively.  
 
One practical ramification of having the evaporator heat exchanger at -5 º C is that, inside the 
humid fish room environment, there will be condensation freezing on the heat exchanger. This 
will increase the cooling load for the room by an amount that is difficult to estimate. In addition, 
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the heat produced by a circulating fan, a light, and people inside the room will add to the cooling 
load. For a very conservative estimate, the cooling loads above should be doubled for a real-life 
system. 
 
The performance of a refrigeration system is given by its cop, or coefficient of performance. This 
represents the amount of heat transferred per unit of work done. For vapour-compression 
refrigeration systems a cop of about three may be realizable. This suggests the electrical power 
requirements given in the table below.  
 

Theoretical Cooling 
Load (W) 

Practical Cooling 
Load (W) 

Electrical 
Requirement (W) 

Electrical 
Requirement 
(kWh/day) 

890 1800 600 15 

500 1000 300 8 

270 550 200 5 

 
One additional electrical requirement of a vapour-compression refrigeration system relates to the 
current draw when the compressor starts. This current can be six to 10 times the regular operating 
current draw of the system. 
 
To maximize the coefficient of performance of the chilling system, the heat extracted from the 
fish room should be rejected to an environment that is as cold as possible. This suggests that the 
cold arctic waters might be ideal for cooling the condenser of the refrigeration system. 
Temperature data for the waters of the Keewatin have not been obtained, but it has been 
suggested that water at or below four º C will be available most of the time. 
 
The proposal to reject heat to pumped water makes sense theoretically. An upper limit on the cop 
of any refrigeration system is given by the cop for a carnot refrigerator. The cop of an actual 
refrigeration system should be roughly proportional to the cop for the carnot refrigerator. When 
rejecting heat to ambient air, the carnot cop is about 11 for an air temperature of 14 º C and about 
seven for air at 26 º C. The cop for a system rejecting heat to water at four º C is about 19. Thus, 
a refrigeration system rejecting heat to cold water should require about half as much energy as 
one rejecting heat to ambient air. 
 
A system using cold water would require modification of the heat exchanger where heat is 
rejected to the environment; the rest of the system may not require much modification. Polymer 
heat exchangers that will not corrode when used with salt water do exist.  
 
To pump the water to the heat exchanger will require energy. Based on a practical cooling load of 
about 1000 W, a five metre head, a 40 % efficient pump, and the assumption that the heat 
exchanger will raise the temperature of the water one º C, this will require a continuous power 
draw of about 30 Watts. This should be more than offset by the energy savings of the 
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refrigeration system.  
 
The insulated hut with refrigeration system can be compared with a transportable walk-in 
refrigerator. For the worst-case conditions, the manufacturer of such a refrigerator suggested a 
conservative estimate for the electrical requirement of 25 to 40 kWh/day. The difference between 
the  estimate of 15 kWh/day and 25 to 40 kWh/day can probably be attributed to the fact that the 
manufacturer's estimate is based on different usage of the chamber. The cost of the refrigeration 
system plus the chamber is US $ 10 000; transporting a box 8' by 15' by 7' from Indiana to the 
fishing camp would probably be quite expensive.  
 
An alternative to the vapour-compression refrigeration system is an ammonia-water absorption 
refrigeration system. These are generally inexpensive, small, and can be built with no moving 
parts. These systems require about six times more energy than a vapour-cycle refrigeration 
system, but this energy can be supplied as heat, and need not be electricity. Thus, it might be 
possible to find a solar thermal system (i.e., direct heating of water by the sun) or propane system 
that would be appropriate and cost-effective. 
 
It has been suggested that the hut could be cooled by circulating cold river or ocean water in a 
heat exchanger inside the fish room or inside the walls of the fish room. The efficacy of a heat 
exchanger inside the hut will depend on the temperature of the water being circulated, the 
amount of ice in the hut, and the level of insulation in the hut. If the hut is poorly insulated and 
there is little ice in the room, so that its temperature when water is not circulating rises above the 
temperature of the water, the water will lower the temperature of the room. But if the room is 
well insulated and there is a reasonable quantity of ice in the room, such that the temperature 
inside the hut is near the water temperature, circulating water in the heat exchanger will not 
lower the temperature of the room and may even raise it. However, circulating this water in a 
heat exchanger on the outside of the insulation-- perhaps in a hollow wall-- could lower heat 
losses from the hut. Better insulating the hut may be more cost effective than circulating cold 
water in the walls. 
 
While the flow rates for water circulation in the walls of the hut will be higher than those for the 
water-cooled heat exchanger discussed above, the operating conditions will be similar. Although 
the power requirement will depend on the design of the system, it should be relatively low. 
 
5. Power Systems 
 
5.1 Overview of Options

1
 

 
5.1.1 Genset 
This option consists of using a genset which runs whenever any load is operative. This system is 
highly inefficient because, with a cycling compressor, the genset usually operates at less than 1/4 

                         
    

1
Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3 adapted with permission from 

[Usher, 1993]. 
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load where the energy conversion efficiency is in the range of 6%. This is half of what is 
attainable at 3/4 load. Because the system is sized for the high power requirements of the worst-
case conditions, the full capacity is required but seldom used entirely. The capital cost for this 
system is low and consists of the cost of the genset, a small amount of hardware (distribution 
box, breakers) and installation. The cost per kWh of energy supplied is predominantly due to fuel 
consumption and genset replacement costs.  
   
5.1.2 Genset with Battery Storage 
Adding a battery storage bank to the genset to 
create a gen-batt system allows fewer, more 
efficient, generator runs. A conceptual layout 
of the gen-batt system is shown in Figure 5-1. 
In addition to the battery bank and genset, a 
battery charger (AC-DC), and  controller are 
required to complete the system. An optimally 
sized storage bank would  require the generator 
to operate at a higher load which will increase 
genset energy conversion efficiency 
considerably. The price to pay for this 
improved operating scheme is the capital cost 
of the batteries and associated hardware, and limited battery maintenance costs.  
 
One advantage and convenience of having energy storage at a remote site is that small full-time 
loads, such as circulating fans, can be used. Without storage, it is unfeasible to run the genset for 
such small loads. 
 
5.1.3 PV-Genset-Battery Hybrid  
Adding a PV array to the gen-batt system 
described in Section 5.1.2 would allow most of 
the base load to be supplied by solar energy, 
with the generator used as a backup during 
periods of low solar insolation, and for high 
power loads. As with the gen-batt system, a 
battery charger (AC-DC), and controller are 
required to complete the PV-hybrid system. 
This PV-hybrid configuration, shown conceptually in Figure 5-2, will lower fuel consumption 
dramatically and maintenance and replacement costs will be reduced due to decreased generator 
run-time and battery cycling. The trade-off for the decreased O&M cost is an increase in the 
initial fixed costs. 
 
5.1.4 Wind-Genset-Battery Hybrid 
This option is essentially the same as that described in Section 5.1.3, except that the PV array has 
been replaced with a wind turbine. This option is attractive at sites where average winds are 
above 30 km/hr. Small wind turbines can be bought relatively inexpensively; these can be used to 

 

Figure 5-1 Gen-batt System 

 

Figure 5-2 PV Genset-Battery Hybrid 
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test a site's suitability for a wind turbine. 
 
5.2 Suitability of PV Power Systems to Loads 
 
The electrical energy required to manufacture ice is very high.  It is highly unlikely that PV 
power will be cost-effective or practical compared with a genset. Probably a genset without 
battery storage makes most sense, since the load can be controlled and is fairly constant.  
 
The electrical energy requirement for a vapour-compression refrigeration system will be slightly 
lower than that for an ice-maker. Assuming a 300 W continuous load, a 24 V DC system 
incorporating a generator and 850 amp-hours of battery storage capacity would require a 1.2 kW 
array mounted in a sun tracking system. This is for the refrigeration system rejecting heat to 
ambient air; the system rejecting heat to cold water would require an array about half that size. A 
similar system implemented at Tanquary Fiord is expected to have a payback period of about five 
years with delivered fuel costs of $ 1.95 per litre.  
 
Alternatively, PV power would be very well-suited to circulating water in the hollow wall of an 
insulated hut. A battery might not be required for this system, since the water circulation might 
not be as necessary when the sun is not shining. It is estimated that a 100 Watt array would pump 
10,000 litres of freshwater through a five meter static head on an average August day. 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
The problems surrounding fish storage at remote fishing camps in the Keewatin have been 
defined. Improving the quality and availability of ice at the fishing camps is one of these 
problems.  
 
The quality and availability of ice at the fishing camps may be improved in several ways: 
 
 1.  Portable ice making machines may be used to manufacture ice at the camps. 
 2. A refrigeration system can be installed in a well-insulated hut to keep the ice and 

the fish packed in ice at zero º C. A vapour-compression or ammonia-water 
absorption refrigeration system could be employed. 

 3. Cold ocean or river water can be circulated in a hollow wall to minimize heat 
losses from the insulated hut. 

 
If heat from the refrigeration system is rejected to cold ocean or river water instead of ambient 
air, the coefficient of performance of the system should approximately double. 
 
To meet the electrical power requirements of the above options, the following can be used: 
 
 1. Genset. 
 2. Genset with battery storage. 
 3. Genset and PV power system with battery storage. 
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 4. Genset and wind power system with battery storage. 
 
The electrical power requirements of a portable ice-maker or a vapour-compression refrigeration 
system are very high, and the payback period for a photovoltaic power system would probably be 
longer than  five years.  
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Appendix A: Calculation of Cooling Load and Water Pumping Requirements 
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B. Calculation of Fish Input

TotFishMass NumFamiliesFishMass⋅ FishPerFamily⋅:=

TotFishMass 1.012 10
3

×= kg/day of fish input

Volume

FishDensity 374:= Density of Boxed Fish, kg/m^3   p.110  W & L

VolPerDay
TotFishMass

FishDensity
:=

VolPerDay 2.707= Volume of Boxed Fish Per Day, m^3

PackVol VolPerDay PackLen⋅:=

PackVol 10.829= Volume of Fish Stored Over Pack Period, m^3

C. Container/Room Dimensions

Assuming in insulated Hut

Height 2.5:= Height 0f Hut (m)

Rough Calculation of Cooling Requirement for Arctic Char Fishery Camp: Typical Case

A. Operating Conditions

FishPerFamily 45:= Fish caught per family per day

FishMass
5.5

2.2
:= Average Mass per fish, kg

NumFamilies 9:= Number of Families

Tair 14:= Ambient Air Temp, º C

Twater 4:= Water Temperature, º C

TFishRoom 0:= º C see p. 246  Wheaton & Lawson

PackLen 4:= Number of Days Between Trawler Visits 

NumTidesFished 2:= Number of tides that are fished each day
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Assume that the hut is painted white and reflective so that there is very little

radiation absorbtion. Also, note that it is usually quite windy there. Therefore, 

assume that the tempererature of the exterior face of the wall will be around 

ambient air temperature.

Heating and Cooling of Hut by Conduction, Convection, Radiation

Since the fish are dead, assume zero.

Heat of Respiration

However, it is the ice that is in contact with the warm fish that will melt and cool the

fish. It can be assumed that the melting ice will cool the fish to zero degrees, and 

therefore that the sensible heat of input fish is not a load on the refrigeration system.

J per Day to cool fishQCoolFish 1.207 10
7

×=

QCoolFish TotFishMass Cpfish⋅ Tfish TFishRoom−( )⋅:=

Assume sensible heat of fish is 2.981 J/gº C  --this is 

for whole salmon, above freezing

J/kgºCCpfish 2981:=

Temperature of the fish º CTfish 4:=

If the fish is iced before cleaning, its temperature will be just above zero degree C,

otherwise, it will be at about ambient air temperature

Sensible Heat of Fish

D. Heating And Cooling

Hut Surface Area  (m^2)HutSA 52.181=

HutSA LenWid
2( ) 2⋅ 4 LenWid⋅ Height⋅+:=

Volume of the hut required (m^3)HutVol 25.39=

HutVol Height LenWid
2

⋅:=

Length and width of hut (m)LenWid 3.187=

Air Circulation Space added inLenWid StackLenWid 0.5+:=

Length and width of stack of fish boxes (m)StackLenWid 2.687=

StackLenWid
PackVol

StackHeight
:=

Height to which boxes of fish are stackedStackHeight 1.5:=
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Sensible and latent refrigeration load for fully established 

flow, kW
qff 8.657=

qff

0.577 W⋅ H
1.5

⋅ SensHeatLoadInfilt⋅

Rs

:=

Based on 14 º C outside temp, 0 º inside tempSensHeatLoadInfilt 5:=

m door widthW 0.8:=

m door heightH 2.2:=

Sensible heat ratio of infiltration heat gainRs 0.87:=

Asuming 40 % exterior relative humidity, and 15 degree exterior temperature...

Doorway open-time factorDt 6.25 10
3−

×=

Dt

NumFamilies NumTidesFished⋅ NumMinOpen⋅

24 60⋅
:=

Number of Minutes door remains open to load catch from one

boat/family
NumMinOpen 0.5:=

Door flow factorDf 0.8:=

See chapter 26 ASHRAE Refrigeration

Heating and Cooling of Hut by Air Exchange when Door is opened (infiltration)

Losses through the wall, in J/dayQwall 3.957 10
7

×=

Qwall

kwall HutSA⋅

twall

Twall TFishRoom−( )⋅ 3600⋅ 24⋅:=

Thermal Conductivity of expanded polyurethane, W/mKkwall 0.0231:=

Thickness of insulation in wall, ceiling (m)twall 0.05:=

Temperature of exterior face of wall based on ASHRAE sun 

effect allowance (light colored walls, dark ceiling average)
Twall Tair 5+:=
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qave qff Dt⋅ Df⋅:=

qave 0.043= in kW

Qairex qave 1000⋅ 3600⋅ 24⋅:=

Qairex 3.74 10
6

×= Heat loss due to infiltration, Joules/day

Overall heat removal required (in Joules/day):

Qtot Qairex Qwall+:=

Qtot 4.331 10
7

×= J/day heat removal

Qtot

3600 24⋅
501.327= Watts continuous heat removal
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ElecEnergyRequired EnergyRequired
100

PumpEff
⋅:=

ElecEnergyRequired 2.92 10
6

×= J/day of electricity required

Power
ElecEnergyRequired

24 3600⋅
:=

Power 33.792= Electrical Power (W) required for pumping

For circulating water in the walls, assuming above conditions.

Sun 3.6:= Peak sun hours, average, in August

ArraySize 100:= Rated array size, in Watts

EnergyAvail Sun ArraySize⋅:=

EnergyAvail 360= Watt hours of pumping energy available per day

Flow
EnergyAvail 367⋅ PumpEff⋅

Head 100⋅
:=

Flow 1.057 10
4

×= Flow of water, in litres per day (for fresh water)

Water Pumping Requirements

CoolLoad 100 10
6

⋅:= Actual heat that must be rejected to environment, in J/day

Cp 4.2 10
3

⋅:= Specific heat of water (fresh) (J/kgºC)

∆T 1:= Assume that reject heat exchanger raises the temperature of

the water ∆T ºC

WaterRequired
CoolLoad

Cp ∆T⋅
:=

WaterRequired 2.381 10
4

×= Kg of water required per day

Head 5:= Water head, metres

PumpEff 40:= Efficiency of pump; conservative estimate since no pipe losses accounted

for here

EnergyRequired WaterRequired Head⋅ 9.81⋅:=

EnergyRequired 1.168 10
6

×= J/day required to supply water


